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B294.8 O'Re BEW

B294 Pur BKA
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B294.22 Mak BE

641.5 CC

296.155 DSS= Ver

H294.595 Dev x=y Bro

Early history of Tibet chiefly during the reign of Bonpo kings from 1st cent. B.C. to 5th cent. A.D. according to Bon sources.  
T294.4 Nam DDB

Translation of several Chinese religious texts with extensive analysis, commentary, and notes.  
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291.0973 Moo ROMA
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_Sacred Writings_ / edited by Jean Holm, with John Bowker. London ; New York : Pinter, 1994. 201 p. (Themes in religious studies series)
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Tell It by Heart: women and the healing power of story / Erica Helm Meade. Chicago : Open Court, c1995. 277 p. (Dreamcatcher)
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